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Above: Western bowerbird (Chlamydera guttata). Photo courtesy of Nilmini De Silva.
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one new member in an area prompts others to
join too—proof that word of mouth works best.
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Coastal Swamp Oak Forest

Catherine Wyllie and Scott Frankel
Running Gully
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Running Gully sits at the interface of two distinct ecosystems
of Jarrah and Karri forest between Pemberton and Manjimup.
Surrounded by State Forest and mostly forest and bushland,
Running Gully is unlike many farms in the region that have
cleared paddocks running livestock or crops.
The forest supports a range of wildflowers as well as many grass
trees, orchids and fungi. In addition, wildlife present includes
possums, bandicoots, kangaroos, wallabies, quokkas, bats and
a variety of reptiles plus a myriad of birdlife. It is a 65 hectare
property with a private permanent lake that holds over 80,000 kL
of water (14 million gallons in the old language).
We bought the property in 2000 but in 2008 we decided to move
from Perth for a ‘tree-change’ to enjoy the fantastic lifestyle that
living full-time at “The Farm”, as we called it, offers. Originally it was
our holiday home that we shared with our family and friends,
enjoying the abundance of wildlife that can only be found in the
south-west of Western Australia.
We enjoy sharing the lake with the seasonal water-birds and the
Endangered black cockatoos that pop in daily for a drink, plus
our favourites—our family of magpies. It is a sanctuary for
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orphaned or injured kangaroos: Catherine helps them adjust to life
in the bush again so they can be released back into the wild, though
many still come in each night to say hello. We literally enjoy the
fruits of our labour, organic fruit and vegetables and free-range
fresh eggs.
Unfortunately, in June 2012 we had a house-fire and lost our home
and possessions. Our hand built A-frame timber home that had
been nestled amongst the tall trees overlooking the lake for over
40 years was gone…
Over the last few years we have come to terms with our loss and
in some ways this has given us freedom that otherwise may not
have come along. The healing has come from the land, birds and
animals that give us much joy.
More information at www.running-gully.com

We never planned to buy this property, but as we drove down the
dusty road unspoken dreams suddenly seemed to have real moment.
It was what we saw but way more importantly it was what we felt—
instantly and together.

A lovely story of our intoxication with the land and the house: we
bought the property because of its natural beauty and only on the
first night of ownership did we realise we had water views. Black
swans, pelicans, cranes, hooded plovers…

We have been attached to this piece of the earth for four years
now. We’ve been labourers, gardeners and learners. We’ve been
archaeologists uncovering old garden beds and overgrown chook
sheds. We’ve learned a lot of arboreal and flora preferences from
generous locals. We’ve removed many English shrubs (I found that
hard) replacing them with nearly 200 natives.

On an overgrown paddock we are building a human-sized nest
using fallen branches (try doing that without making it look like
a basket) not just for the aesthetic beauty but also as a hiding place
for birds, native rats and all their friends.

We are learning more and more about the wildlife: on the property
we’ve seen koalas, wombats, wallabies, echidnas, pygmy possums,
tiger snakes… and an emu.

We are determined we will leave this Ngara in better shape than
we found it. The previous owners set a very high standard to start
us on our contribution to this patch of the earth and its friends.
We have much to learn.

There is an eyrie close by and two eagles soar daily, dancing on the
thermals and hunting scurrying prey. Like many we’ve had to learn
to be still to watch the birds. We had to learn to look. Amazing.
AMAZING—it’s a roll call of splendour. To name just a few: crimson
rosellas making the world theirs as only they can, blue wrens flitting
with joy and colour, wattle birds who clearly think this is their
property. Sweet surprising honeyeaters, so beautiful we
commissioned a local artist to make us a beautiful stained glass
window featuring one of our own.

Colin Pidd and Marie Larkin
Ngara
VICTORIA
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Amazing—it’s a roll call of splendour

Len and Pat Doherty
Mountain Valley Private Nature Reserve
TASMANIA
We bought our land in the late ’70s along with a lot of likeminded
people. But over the years lands changed hands and the native
forest was replaced with plantations.
We had developed a tourist accommodation business on our
61 hectares and decided to protect the wet sclerophyll forest and
karst system in perpetuity against the time when we may sell. First
it was under the State and Federal Governments’ ‘Private Forest
Reserve’ program to protect the manna gum (Eucalyptus viminalis),
of which there are now only 2% of the original forests remaining.
The land also had an extensive limestone karst system on it which
was also included into the reserve. Some of the invertebrates are
found only in this cave.
Later we were approached to place a ‘Private Nature Reserve’
on the property. This is the highest private conservation status
available. So now we have the ‘Mountain Valley Private Nature
Reserve’ with management plans for both the forest and the cave.
Our guests now come from all over the world to see Tasmania’s
wildlife in the wild. Those that can be seen on a regular basis are
Tasmaniandevils,spotted-tailedquolls,possums,wallabies,wombats
and platypus. Cave invertebrates, including cave crickets, cave
spiders and glow worms. Eleven of the twelve endemic birds of
Tasmania. The real exciting times are when unexpectedly we get
a surprise, like when we found a pygmy possum when Len was
cutting firewood, or the arrival of a pair of eastern quolls— not
a regular visitor to our forest. One was obviously with young and

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Mountain Valley
they stayed around for 12-18 months. Then there is always the call
from guests—“Help, we have a bat inside our cabin.”
We have learnt a lot and still learning about the ecology of the land
and love sharing it with guests and scientists who come to study
the cave. There is a lot of satisfaction that comes from knowing
that the land, the forest and the cave is protected in perpetuity.

Eleven of Tasmania’s
twelve endemic birds
The rainforest was literally singing

Gecko Lodge is positioned on the eastern edge of the Atherton
Tablelands and over 350 metres above sea level, where the Barron
River begins its steep descent to the coastal flood plains.
Surrounded by the Barron Gorge and Kuranda National Parks, the
area is an important and biodiverse wildlife corridor between the
Daintree and Carbine Tablelands and the Lamb Range and
Atherton regions.
Sir David Attenborough is often asked to name his favourite place
on earth and his response is: “I have no hesitation in answering
that question. My favourite place is North Queensland. It has for
naturalists everything…there’s a tiny pocket of tropical rainforest
that has survived for millions of years, from the time dinosaurs
wandered the Earth. It is quite unlike any other place on Earth.”

Following four failed wet seasons we finally experienced a good
season this summer with record rainfalls, and in March I recorded
in excess of a metre of rain at Gecko Lodge. The rainforest was
literally singing, the noise of the frogs deafening and rainforest trees
fruiting and flowering abundantly.
If you ever have the opportunity to visit please do, you will be amazed
at the beauty of this region that I am fortunate to call home. You
will find unique wildlife such as the cassowary, Lumholtz’s tree
kangaroos, fresh and saltwater crocodiles and my favourite the
Irish kangaroo or pademelon—the small, shy rainforest wallabies
that abound at Gecko Lodge.

We have over 2,800 plant species in 221 families in the World Heritage
Area and about 4,000 species in the bioregion. Some ancient plants
have a family all to themselves.
As part of the monitoring of the Endangered Kuranda tree frog
(Litoria myola), we perform water quality tests on the creek that
forms the bottom boundary of Gecko Lodge. In 2016 there was
a temperature increase of three degrees in this spring-fed creek
which makes its way into Jum Rum Creek and then into the Barron
River. Little wonder that 2016 was one of the worst coral bleaching
events in recent times as the coral literally cooked.

Sharon Donnelly
Gecko Lodge
QUEENSLAND
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Sean Collier and Bernadette Junor
Cabins in the Clouds
NEW SOUTH WALES
Cabins in the Clouds is located on the crest of Mount George in the
Moonabung Ranges. Once part of a huge, ancient volcano, it is
made up of two properties totalling 15 hectares of bushland
overlooking the Paterson Valley and Barrington Tops National Park.
We purchased the property less than three years ago and have
spent that entire time making improvements, both for our guests
and to foster the best environment for native flora and fauna. Our
property is home to echidnas, wombats, bandicoots, lace monitors
and green tree snakes. There is plenty of birdlife as well—king
parrots, regent bowerbirds and a variety of wrens happily bathing
in the water sources created especially for them!
Cabins in the Clouds houses four cabins perched on the edge of
the escarpment, and a fifth one with a cascading water garden
with natural bush rock that is home to frogs, fish, snakes and
lizards. Guests are treated to our beautiful wedge-tailed eagles
coasting just off the mountain top as well as regular visits from
our little swamp wallabies.
There are some amazing 2,000 year old grass trees scattered all over
the property, one of which blew over in a storm 18 months ago—
we have been hydrating the exposed root system to keep this tree
alive and continue to monitor it regularly.

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Cabins in the Clouds
We currently have a 14 year old eastern grey kangaroo called Katie
in our care, arriving from our friends at Sydney Wildlife. Hand raised
and never having lived in a traditional mob, Katie is living her
twilight years on our property, with enough space to enjoy a comfy
life. Be sure to say hello when you visit.
We plan to become a sanctuary for injured wildlife in the future,
converting an old deer enclosure which would be a perfect spot to
house rescued animals. Becoming a member of Wildlife Land Trust
seemed a natural fusion for us and we look forward to becoming
more involved in preserving and improving our environment for
the animals.
Visit www.cabinsintheclouds.com.au for more information.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
We have owned our 40 acres on the Eastern Slopes of the Mt Lofty
Ranges since 2001. The name “Seaview 2070” came about after a
front patio discussion (over a bottle of wine) about climate change
and a joke about enjoying the new beachfront (and a surfbreak?).
We live on the property and run an environmental business,
managing bushland areas in South Australia for a range of clients.
In 1984, the previous landholders planted trees on the property
and adjacent lands. Most species were non-indigenous to the area—
these are now supplying firewood for the home. Andrew has spent
many hours undertaking weed control; removing peppertrees and
round leaf cottonbush. Further work continues on horehound and
skeleton weed as well as annual grass weeds.
Revegetation has continued using locally sourced seeds, and will
continue over the next decade at least. Our aim is to create a grassy
woodland. We initially focused on rabbit control to improve grass
quality, and rabbits have since been unable to re-establish.
The diversity of native species found (not planted!) continues to
increase year by year, with over 72 species occurring naturally.
Importantly, the numbers of each of the native species is steadily
increasing. A mixture of careful weed-spraying and slashing at the
right time has helped to ensure increasing native species coverage.
Despite the relatively small size of Seaview 2070, approximately
45 bird species are found on the property. We have also recorded

Janet Kuys and Andrew Allanson
Seaview 2070
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
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ten species of reptile, and echidnas are seen around once a year.
Kangaroos and euros are also common visitors.
We plan to focus on replanting herbaceous species in weed-free
areas of the property, whilst continuing to plant native understory
species such as yakka (Xanthorrhoea quadrangulata). In areas
where native species struggle, plants are established and cared
for until self-seeding begins.
Whilst the whole process has taken time, we have witnessed many
improvements to the property. Our main problem is keeping others’
sheep from straying onto Seaview 2070, which proves to be
a stumbling block. We love our property but always wish we could
spend more time restoring it.

WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Some 63,000 hectares of
wildlife-friendly habitat

New sanctuaries
Existing members

WLT SANCTUARIES NOT ONLY PROTECT VAST AND
IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES, BUT ALSO THE SMALLER,
HUMBLER PLACES THAT PROVIDE FOR THE NEEDS OF
ALL WILDLIFE, RARE AND COMMON SPECIES ALIKE.
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Deua Tin Huts

WLT’S NETWORK OF ECO-TOURISM PROPERTIES

Sanctuaries You Can Stay
Now with over 40 accommodations across Australia, our Sanctuaries
You Can Stay program is growing exponentially as one of our most
popular features. Check out our website for a range of retreats to
set the scene for your next adventure.
Deua Tin Huts offer low impact, sustainable accommodation in a
perfect retreat for families and friends looking to reconnect with nature.
Hidden in the scenic Upper Shoalhaven Valley, the charming cottages
feature cosy fireplaces and unique furnishings. All cabins are sustainably
supplied by solar power, on-site septic system and rainwater tanks.
Each hut is surrounded by gardens of both indigenous and exotic plants,
attracting a range of native birds. Kangaroos, wallabies and echidnas
are among the regular visitors to the property and platypus can be
spotted in the Shoalhaven River just 500 metres away. Head to the
nearby Deua National Park where you can see the Big Hole and Marble
Arch or explore the limestone caves and scenic bushwalking tracks.
Don’t forget to take some time to visit the historic goldmining towns
of the region. In the evenings, head down to the dam for a barbeque
and crystal clear stargazing.

birdwatchers and stargazers alike. Stay in the airy geodesic domes
fully equipped with private ensuites, air conditioning, TV and bedding
and enjoy the peace and quiet of the natural settings.
Domes Retreat offers yoga and wellbeing retreats as well as scenic walking trails, a swimming pool and panoramic views of Lake Wivenhoe
and the Valley. Take your time exploring the quaint township of Esk
and the surrounding natural beauty of the Somerset region. Keep
an eye out for native birds, wallabies and kangaroos as well as
rehabilitated koalas which are released onto the property.
Location: Glen Esk, Queensland
Visit: domesretreat.com.au Contact: (07) 5424 1888 or email:
will@domesretreat.com.au

Weltevreden Domes Retreat
Location: Krawarree, New South Wales
Visit: deuatinhuts.com Contact: (02) 4847 1248 or email:
inquiry@ deuatinhuts.com

To see all WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay, visit:
wildlifelandtrust.org.au

Weltevreden Domes Retreat lies at the base of the Esk mountain
range in Somerset, just one hour from Brisbane. A unique bed and
breakfast, this retreat is a haven for photographers, wildlife lovers,

Want to offer your eco-accommodation?
Just fill out our application form at:
surveymonkey.com/r/WLTSYCSmembers

HSWLT US SANCTUARY PROFILE

Free and protected
On the slopes of the Volcan Mountains in San Diego, California, lies
Peckham Keenan Wildlife Sanctuary, a 275 hectare biodiversity hub
and wildlife refuge. Linking to the San Felipe Valley Wildlife Area
and Anza Borrego Desert State Park, the sanctuary occupies
a unique and critical corridor for migrating species.
Ann Peckham Keenan and her late husband Tom bought the
property to protect it and later joined the Wildlife Land Trust to
preserve the sanctuary in-perpetuity. “Everywhere I see humans
reducing habitat for wildlife…permanently protecting is one of the
best things I’ve ever done in my life.”
Large, far-ranging wildlife such as mountain lions, southern mule
deer, bobcats, gray foxes and coyotes roam without threat of
hunters or habitat destruction. A major creek provides habitat for
tree frogs, lizards and over 100 species of bird, whilst carving out
a flyway for migrating birds to follow.
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SPECIAL PROFILE: THE RULE NOT THE EXCEPTION

Soon after starting out with the Wildlife Land Trust back in
2010 I had the pleasure of hearing from Trish Kelly, who was
interested in making the 1,847 hectare Dilladerri in southern
Queensland a WLT sanctuary. Along with the impressive size
of what ended up being our 61st Australian refuge (then our
second largest member), I can remember happily hearing Trish
mention adding another property, Lockhart, to the WLT.
Something special had started, with Lockhart becoming our
67th member sanctuary only to be followed by Wilga Park,
The Brothers, Shark Creek Conservation Area and Whilalloo
as the 179th, 252nd, 253rd and 308th respectively. There are
now six WLT sanctuaries, covering 7,380 hectares, owned by
Trish’s entities of which she is Sole Director.
Acquisition of the sanctuaries has been strategic, with Wilga
Park, The Brothers, Dilladerri and Whilalloo (all former sheep
grazing properties) forming a contiguous 7,124 hectares of
conservation land. Great news for the region’s wildlife and also
WLT staff hoping to see as many sanctuaries as possible in
a short time. A campaigning trip to Brisbane, combined with
a generous reshuffling of Trish and Conservation Program
Manager Jailene Santana’s commitments, meant that—many
years after becoming acquainted with them—I finally visited
these special places.
They were well worth the wait, with Trish and her family’s
dedication to ecological restoration on full display (along with
spectacular views of Cunninghams Gap) at the first stop of
Lockhart.Just months earlier they had hand-planted hundreds
of native seedlings in an ambitious connectivity project aiming to
link remnant and riparian vegetation through the aptly-named
Wren Gully, with plenty of woodland birds enjoying the shelter
the thriving trees were already providing.

Evan Quartermain
Head of Programs
Wildlife Land Trust

As impressive and important as the Wren Gully project is it pales
in comparison to what’s taking place at the block of properties
that began with the purchase of Dilladerri. A few years ago
I was contacted by CO2 Australia’s Chris Ewing (coincidentally,
a high school biology classmate, taught by WLT member
Mary Rowland) about potential properties for planting through
the 20 Million Trees program. Trish’s sanctuaries ticked all the
boxes and, having put Chris and Trish in touch, it was an absolute
privilege to see nearly 500,000 seedlings thriving across
formerly cleared land.
The plantings are expanding and helping to buffer the White
Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum Grassy Woodland and
Derived Native Grassland Critically Endangered Ecological
Community, a remnant of which is also being actively managed
and studied on Trish’s properties through a partnership with
the now defunct Environmental Stewardship Programme.
Trish’s conservation efforts are clearly having a positive impact
on local wildlife, especially birds. Emus were darting through
the bush, double-barred finches and superb fairy-wrens flitted
about the relative protection of old farm buildings, squatter and
common bronzewing pigeons bobbed their heads as they
scurried away, a spectacular whistling kite took flight from
an old paddock tree in search of a meal, and a yellow-billed
spoonbill kept silent watch as a pair of black swans (the first
to be seen on the sanctuaries) cruised through the water under
the tree it was perched in.
We also had a successful search for the rare and Endangered
Macrozamia cranei, a cycad with a very limited distribution
just west of Stanthorpe, finding individuals at multiple stages
of coning as a bonus.
With good environmental news often scarce, seeing such great
work occurring on such a scale was just the tonic. Perhaps the
best thing about the WLT is that people like Trish are far
closer to the rule than an exception.

Below: a whistling kite, Macrozamia cranei
and a coolibah wonderland

500,000
reasons you
can count
on Trish
Lockhart

THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

Photos: Matt White—Coastal Swamp Oak
Forests at Bongil Bongil National Park

Coastal Swamp Oak Forest of South
New South Wales and South East Queensland
HSI and the Wildlife Land Trust nominated Coastal Swamp Oak
Forest as a federally Threatened Ecological Community (TEC) in 2014,
where it was prioritised for further assessment by the Threatened
Species Scientific Committee. In March 2018, we received the great
news that it was found to be eligible for an Endangered listing and
subsequent federal protection under the
Environmental Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
Occurring from Gladstone in Queensland to
Bermagui in New South Wales, this community
spans across 32,000 hectares on regularly
flooded alluvial soils near floodplains, wetlands
and estuaries. The community consists of a mosaic
of forests dominated by swamp oak and featuring
lilly pilly, cheese trees and paperbarks. Often
found alongside other ecological communities,
the forest is connected through narrow wildlife
corridors but intensive land clearing has reduced
many areas of the community to isolated ‘islands’.
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the forest, and with the east coast’s expected population growth this
community faces an even greater threat. Even in the remaining forest,
invasive feral plants and animals compete with natives for resources,
straining further the wildlife that depends on this community.
With only some 26% of the original growth remaining, fragmentation
of the community is a key threat to its survival.
Smaller patches are often in worse condition and
suffermorefrom‘edgeeffects’—where boundaries
of an ecosystem are more impacted than the
centre by humans and invasive species. When
connectivity is broken, more specialised wildlife
can’t thrive and animals migrating through the
area find their paths removed or blocked.
Many WLT sanctuaries in coastal Queensland
and New South Wales are part of this ecological
community. Often adjoining publicly protected
spaces, these sanctuaries help to connect and
fortify the remnant patches, providing habitat
and migration paths for wildlife in the process.

Although listed as a single community its size and
span makes it very diverse, forming the basis of
many unique ecosystems on Australia’s east
coast. It provides vital habitat, food and nesting sites for a wealth of
significant and threatened species including regent honeyeaters,
swift parrots and white-throated snapping turtles, as well as koalas
and spotted-tailed quolls. The community also supports native bees
and butterflies, vital to pollinating both native and crop species. The
community is also an important regulator of soil nutrients and water
flow to other areas along the east coast, and plays a role in reducing
flooding and erosion in neighbouring areas.

The national listing of Coastal Swamp Forest as
an Endangered ecological community means
that it is now a Matter of National Environmental
Significance (MNES). With this new status, management plans and
protections will work to improve the community on a national level.
Remnants of the original habitat will be prioritised for protection, as
the old-growth trees provide valuable nesting hollows. Any clearing
around the community will now undergo rigorous assessment, with
potentially damaging actions minimised or stopped altogether.
Researchers will monitor the community’s health, whilst poorer
quality areas are revegetated with native species.

Prior to European settlement this community was widespread and
thriving, but it has now declined by around 70%, with losses of up to
90% in some areas of NSW. Landclearing for urban development,
grazing land and sugar cane crops have diminished and fragmented

By regenerating this community, habitats along Australia’s east
coast can be connected into wildlife corridors, fostering a more
diverse, high quality and resilient environment for wildlife.

Dendrolagus lumholtzi

THREATENED SPECIES PROFILE
Photo: WLT sanctuary Atherton
Tablelands Birdwatchers’ Cabin

Bennett’s and
Lumholtz’s
Tree Kangaroos
Sleep hunched high in
tree canopies, away from
pythons and dingoes

Dendrolagus bennettianus

Found high in the tropical rainforest canopies of north-eastern
Queensland, the elusive tree kangaroos are Australia’s only treedwelling macropods. Descended from an ancestor similar to a
pademelon, their strong hind legs and curved claws are adapted
to gripping trees, whilst long tails provide balance as they leap
between branches. Several species are found in the Asia Pacific
region, but only two are endemic to Australia, the Lumholtz’s and
Bennett’s tree kangaroos.

Tree kangaroos play an important role as flagship species—as
large, iconic animals they act as ambassadors for the ecosystems
they are part of. But despite the World Heritage protections for
their habitat, both species face increasingly severe threats to their
survival and a low reproduction rate makes it difficult for them to
recover from declines. A current lack of research on these species
makes it difficult to predict the futures of the populations or the
impacts of development activities on their survival.

Tree kangaroos also dislike leaving their home range—they are
The smallest species in the genus, the Lumholtz’s tree kangaroo,
known to stay in fragmented or disturbed areas
weighs around 7kg with an average body length of
rather than move to more intact forests. The
50-65cm. They are recognisable by their grizzled
Australia’s only
destruction of tree kangaroo habitat has forced
reddish-grey fur and bushy tails which, at around 70cm,
two endemic
populations to live in fragmented areas of rainare often even longer than their bodies. Classified as
tree kangaroos
forest, where they must travel on the ground
near-threatened, they are found in both protected and
between trees. This makes them easy targets for
unprotected regions in the fragmented forests of the
on the ground they move
dog attacks and vehicle collisions. Climate change
Atherton Tablelands.
with an awkward hop
is also expected to further degrade their forests,
but can leap 9 metres
The Bennett’s tree kangaroo is larger and more robust,
as cyclones become more frequent and severe,
between branches
with males weighing up to 14kg and females around
temperatures rise and water sources diminish.
10kg. Living north of the Daintree River, they are found
in a relatively small area of the Wet Tropics and are
considered quite rare. Luckily for this species, nearly
their entire habitat is protected within the Wet Tropics
World Heritage Area. Bennett’s tree kangaroos are greybrown with a black underside, which helps camouflage
them from predators below. Despite their large size,
they are notoriously secretive and as a result little is
known about their population, biology or habits.

Stay in rather
than leave
fragmented
forests
Easy targets for dog attacks…
climate change is expected
to further degrade
their forests

Most tree kangaroos live isolated in home ranges,
which they fiercely defend from outsiders. They move
along the ground with an awkward hop, but their agility in the
trees is remarkable, and they can leap up to 9 metres between
branches. Unlike most macropods, their diet is quite general and
ranges from leaves and fruit to grains, bark and sap. During the
day, they sleep hunched on branches high in the canopies, away
from predators like dingoes and carpet pythons.

Wildlife Land Trust sanctuaries such as Nightwings
Rainforest Centre, Lake View and Atherton Tablelands Birdwatchers’ Cabin help to conserve
important tree kangaroo habitat, connecting
fragmented rainforests and providing sanctuary
from predators and human development.

Our recent nomination of Lowland Tropical
Rainforest of the Wet Tropics Bioregion
is currently undergoing assessment for
a Threatened Ecological Community (TEC)
listing under the EPBC Act. This community is one of the last intact
remnants of a unique rainforest ecosystem and provides crucial
habitat for tree kangaroos and other unique wildlife.

Diet is general, including
bark, sap and fruit
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

New South Wales • 17 new sanctuaries, adding 1,412.31ha = 234 sanctuaries / 20,127ha
Lorelei

Lyndell Giuliano and Andy Carnahan

10.1

Nerriga

Corang River B&B

Tracey Davis and Todd Farrawell

119.3

Corang

Wombat Stomp

Beth Nasser and George Morton

12.15

Windellama

Wyldewood Sanctuary

Denise Trimmer

13.8

Hyndman’s Creek

Dog Leg Farm

Angela Hunter and Jake Annetts

11

Bombay

Te Kapowai

Megan Ward

40

East Wardell

Acacia Ridge Bush Camp

Steve and Julie Hinchey

10.3

Hargraves

Old Gap

Denise Morgan and Peter Dickens

107.6

Yass River

Kangaroo Keep

Denise Morgan and Peter Dickens

47.5

Yass River

Scotshire Farm

Scott and Shireen Moretto

0.93

Leeton

Wayilahr

Margaret and Peter Hall

15.13

Wilsons Creek

Deua Tin Huts

Andrew and Clare Kavunenko

5

Krawarree

Innisfree

Robin Tennant-Wood

6

Krawarree

Wayamba

Peter Turland

14.2

Pillar Valley

Clarence River Wilderness Lodge

Stephen and Sharon Ross

950

Tabulam

Blue Gums

Hayley and Kim Moeller

9.3

Googong

Kookaridge

Eric Haslehurst and Donna McCade

40

Cedar Creek

Queensland • 12 new sanctuaries, adding 689.94ha = 156 sanctuaries / 32,997ha
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Finch Haven

Colin Johnson and Carole Bradley

2

Guanaba

Lync Haven Rainforest Retreat

Justin and Kristie White

8.1

Diwan

Gurungada

Jon Luly and Dominique Thiriet

4.04

Mount Surround

Kennedy Springs

Clayton (Rusty) Smith and Justine Douglas

82

Carruchan

Kennedy Springs-Meunga Creek Farm

Clayton (Rusty) Smith and Justine Douglas

62

Carruchan

Gecko Lodge

Sharon Donnelly

1.64

Kuranda

Mt Bucca

Kylie Carman

350

Abbottsford

Second Chances

Catherine Buchanan and John Kirk

128

Murphys Creek

Ravenswood

Denise and Peter Ravenscroft

4.78

Closeburn

Michelle’s Ark Animal Rescue

Michelle and Keith Bible

32.37

Oak Valley

Atherton Tablelands Birdwatchers’ Cabin

Christina and Thomas
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Wondecla

Linda and Peter’s Refuge

Linda and Peter Stucki

1.01

Ravenshoe

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

Victoria • 5 new sanctuaries, adding 54.99ha = 50 sanctuaries / 1,569ha
Moonlit Sanctuary

Michael Johnson

10

Pearcedale

Tyldwood

Barbara Morrow

16.19

Woodend

Ngara

Colin Pidd and Marie Larkin

2.5

Yanakie

Bed & Broccoli/Red Box Wildlife Shelter

Scott Medwell and Nikki Hansen-Medwell

24.28

Elphinstone

Ravenwood

Bryan Ross

2.02

Creswick

Western Australia • 4 new sanctuaries, adding 1,1 17ha = 36 sanctuaries / 5,133ha
Doherty

Ken, Sandy and Steph Loveland

1,005.5

Tenindewa

Matthew and Adele’s Sanctuary

Matthew and Adele Lloyd

7

Paulls Valley

Woolyerling Reserve

Michael Stevenson, Janey Marsh
and Juris Vilums

64

Nomans Lake

Hidden Grove Retreat

Tony and Tracey Clarke

40.5

McAlinden

Tasmania • 3 new sanctuaries, adding 166ha = 32 sanctuaries / 2,417ha
Hawley House

Sophie Houghton

154

Hawley Beach

Opossum Bay Cottage

Victoria Paine

6.5

Flinders island

Cherry Top Farm Stay

John and Lesley Gallagher

5.5

Lilydale

South Australia • 2 new sanctuaries, adding 95.9ha = 22 sanctuaries / 654ha
Seaview 2070

Andrew Allanson and Janet Kuys

15

Palmer

Sampson Flat Wildlife Sanctuary

Nat Maiolo

80.9

Sampson Flat

2.02

Bremer Island

Northern Territory • 1 new sanctuary, adding 2.02ha = 5 sanctuaries / 631ha
Bremer Island Banubanu Beach Retreat

Trevor Hosie and Helen Martin

More than 63,000 hectares
of wildlife-friendly habitat
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Become a member of an international
network of wildlife sanctuaries

saving lives
by saving
land
Photo: WLT sanctuary
Cabins in the Clouds, NSW

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is one or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Join the

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of this
expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; participation in WLT member programs
such as the Wildlife Rehabilitators Release Network and
Sanctuaries You Can Stay; and WLT signage for your wildlifefriendly property.

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.

The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also visit
the US-based WLT site at hswlt.org

There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

Or give Head of Programs Evan Quartermain a call on 1800
333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au

WLT20

Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Email:

Money Order

Phone:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia supports landholders to protect
wildlife, and preserves natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India, Asia and globally.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
Fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN: 978-0-6481955-5-9

